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SUMMARY
TO
Tkh report s.koux how the actual performance of an airplane raries un”thair temperature zhen
the pressure- is held constant. T7L.is~ea& to comparatireiy simple methods of redwing obserred
da~a to standard conditions. The new methods which may be const”dered txact for all practical
purpose~, hate been wed by the .Nary .Zkpartmentfor about a. year, un”ili.WY satisfactory results.
T7te report also contains a brief historical reriew OJthe important papers which hare been pub-
lished on the subject oj performance reduction, and traces the development of tiie s~andard atmosphere.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of observed airplane performance is greatly complicated by the fact that the
power avaiIabIe ud the po~er required in flight do not -i-ary according to the same Iaw. At
constant R. P. 31. the engine power is a function of air pressure and air temperature independ-
ently, so that. the power developed at. a given density depends on the combining pressure and
temperature. On the other hand, the povrer absorbed by the propeller at constant R. P. if.,
and the power required for horizontal flight are constant at a given dex<ity regardless of the
combining pressure and temperature. Since, on txo successi~e da-p the pressures and tem-
peratures at gi-ren true altitudes or at given densities ma-y vary w-id~y from the a~=age or
standard wdws, it follows that observed performance and in particular the rates of climb at
given true altitudes or at gRen densities ako l~ary widely -with the atmospheric conditions.
Climbs made on differeut days rarely agree. The problem is to find some method of reducing
observed data to a standard condition by applying corrections such that, regardless of the
atmospheric conditons under which the tlight tests are made, the reduced data are always in
agreement.
There are two basic conditions w-hkh must be specified before any accurate method of
reduction can be formulated. The ilcst and most important condition is a Standard Atmos-
phere or a definite set of relatiom between pressuke temperature, density, and altitude to which
the reduced performance may be referred. Arbitrav but definite relations must be used, since
the performance is determined by the pressure and temperature and not by the geomstric or true
tiltituds. The second condition is the -i-ariation of engine pon-er nith pressure and temperature.
A standard atmosphere having been adopted, there are two methods of attack. One may
assume ~arious relations bet -w-eenengine power and atmospheric pr.ssure and temperature and
by triaI and error find the relation which gives the best agreement in reducing observed per-
formance, or one may find from test stand datfi the effect of pressure and temperature on engine
power and from this calculate the -rariation in performance due to -i-ariation in atmospheric con-
ditions. The latter method -will be uwd in the present study.
Before taking up the development of an accurat~ method of performance reduetion, a brief
historical review of the subject will be made. This review will quote extracts from the more
important papers in order to illustrate the steps that ha-re been taken in the improvement of
performance reductioD, in the adoption of th? standard atmosphere, and in the matter of variation
of power with altitude.
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The terms “pressure altitude” and “density altitude” will occur frequently. These are
simply the altitudes in the standard atmosphere defined by a given pressure, or a give~ density,
respectively,
HISTORICAL REVIEW
Prior to 1915 the performance testing of airplanes was confined to the measurement of
high speeds at ground leveI and to the observation of partial climbs, usually between certain
specified aneroid heights such as 3,ooO to 5)000 feet, and these climbs }vere often made with
service altimeters. About 1915 the Royal Aircraft Factory made the first definite attempt-
to place airplane performance testing on a scientific basis. Little is known concerning the
initial efforts in this line, but the first paper of any importance on the subject is by Captain
H. T. Tiza.rd, R, F.”-C. This paper, entitled “Methods of Measuring Aircraft Performance,”
was read before the Royal Aeronautical Society .March 7, 1917, and published in the Apri}-
May-June issue of the Royal Aeronautical Journal. It opens with a brief historical review
followed by a very clear statement of the necessity for reducing observed performance to some
standard condition before comparisons are made. The sta~dard condition then employed by
the R, A. F, and R. F. C. was obtained from a table of mean atmospheric. pressures, te~~pera -
tures, and densities at various heights, based on observations by Mr. W, H. Dines. A stand-
ard density corresponding to 1.221 kg/m3 had been adopted and a table of relative densities
against altitude prepared from Dines’s data. It is interesting to note that the resultant sea-
level density ratio 1.026 thus obtained was used more or less generally five years later, although
the subject came up in the discussion of Captain Tizard’s paper. In view of the general use
of the present standard atmosphere the following quotation from the discussion is of historical
interest: “Lieut. G. H. Millar, R. N. V. R., said that in his opinion it v-as a pity that the stand-
ard atmosphere which had been adopted was a purely empirical one; he would have preferred
one based on a given temperature and pressure at sea level, and a uniform rate of fall of tem-
perature * * * . The advantage of such a standard over tihe empirical one was that ii
could be calculated at any time by remembering two constants, He also thought that the
unit of density should certainly be the density at zero heighi for the standard atmosphere
adopted. ” Lieutenant Millar’s remarks apparently anticipate by several years the linear
temperature gradient usually credited to Toussaint and now used in the standard atmosphere.
In this connection a linear temperature gradient was proposed in the appendk to a report by
H. Glauert and S. B, Gates, entitled “Prediction of the Performance and Longitudinal Stnbility
of an Aeroplane, Including the Estimation of the Effect of Small Changes in the Design, ”
This report, dated March, 191’7, was published as R. & if. No. 324 by the British Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. According to the author’s notes, a hnear temperature gradient
was also used by Prof. E, P. Warner in a lecture on Airship Deiign at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, h’.fay 28, 1918. The linear temperature gradient now in use ‘r~= 0.0065 OC/m
is based on observations by Professor Gamba at the Padua Observatory between 1‘JO(3and
1916. Professor Ganiba’s data are given in a report published by the experimental section of
the Italian Air Service in September, 1918, This report and the linear gradient are discussed
in an article entitled ‘(Lois Experimentales des Variations de la Pression Barometrique et du
Poids Specifique de l’air avec A1titude,” by R. Soreau in the No-i-ember 1-1.5 issue of l’Aerophile.
Soreau proposes, however, to use a rather complicated empirical formula, which appears to
ha,ve no advantage other than that of reasonable agreement- with observed data. Toussaint’s
proposal to use a linear temperature gradient was first issued by the S. T. .46. in March, 1920,
as the “Draft of Inters.llied Agreement on .Law Adopted for the Decrease of Temperature with
Increase of Altitude.” This draft is rather brief, but all essential information is given, It
was followed by a more complete definition, together with a quantity of supporting data, in
the Bulletin Trimestriel des Etudes, issued by S, T. A6, in April, 1920, Toussaint’s proposal
was officially adopted by the S, T. .46., beginning on bfay 1, 1920. During the same year
England, Belgium, and Spain agreed to_ adopt the proposal, and in 1921 it was adopted with
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one very slight moditic.ation by the NTsitional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. for use in
the United States. Before the adoption in this country a very thorough in-@igation by the
Weather Bureau aho-wed that it was more desir%ble to use an isothermal temperature of – 55° C.
instead of the —56.5 proposed by Toussaint. The difference is negligible in so far as i$ e-rer
effects any performance reduction. The data supporting this poink are given and discussed
by WWlis Ray Gregg in N. A. C. A. Te&nical Report A’o. 147, “Standard Atmosphere” (1922).
Returning to Captain Tizard’s paper, the proposed method of reduction was on a density
basis. Aneroid altitudes were plotted against time and rates of climb ia “aneroid feet” -were
read from the slope of the curve. These rates of ebb were then corrected to “ true” rates by
multiplying by a correction factor corresponding to the difference between the observed temper-
ature and the -!-10° C. constant temperature used in calibrating all aneroids at that time.
These “true” rates of climb were then plotted against the sta~dard density heights correspomling
to each pressure (aneroid) and temperature reading. Spseds -were also plotted against density
altitudes after correcting the observed readings for iastrume~tal error and con-rerting to true
speeds.
The second paper on performance reduction pppears to be Captain Toussaint’s “hTote sur
10SNfethodes et 10SCalculs d ‘essais ales,Avions N’ouveaux,” a series of lectures given at 1‘Ecole
Superieme d ‘Aeronautique at Paris, January and April, 1918. These lectures -were publisbed
in mimeographed form by the S. T. K and translated by the Technical Publications Depart-
ment at McC?ook Field. .4 limited number of blue-print copies of this translation, dated Sep-
tember, 1918, were distributed as confidential docvents. The method of reduction described
by Toussaint is o~ a density basis quite similar to that outlined by Tizard, except that the stand-
ard atmosphere then used -was based on Radau’s law connecting pressure temperature and
pressure
AT 7’. -2!’
Z-F= ()PO–P ‘0”08 (1)
-where T’is in ‘C and P in mm Hg. It is of interest to note that. Radau’s law dates from 1864.
Toussaint’s method was used extensively in the United States prior to about 1923.
The first published method of performance ~eduction on the pressure basis appears to be
that outlined in a paper by D. H. Pinsent and H. A. Rentick, “The Variation of Engine Power
with Height,” which was publkhed in ifarch~ 1918, as R. &-M. X’o. 462 by the Bri&h .Adtiory
Committee for Aeronautics. The following extract from the s~.ary of this repor~ is of great
interest: “The experiments indicate in all cases that the B. HP. carL better be expressed as a
function of the barometric pressure only, instead of the previous and customary method -where
it -was assumed to be a function of density * * * The above c.onclusion makw it necessary
to reconsider the methods afi present in use of reducing climbs and speeds at heights to a standard
basis for comparison. It has been customary hitherto in comparing the performances of two
airplanes as regards speed to compare their true air speeds at the same density; and as regards
climb, to compare their times to climb from one-given density to another. If engine power
can” be better e-x-pressed as a function of pressure only, this method of comparison is unduly
favorable to airplanes tested in warm weather, and vice versa.”
Bairstow in his Applied Aerodynamics, Longmans, Green & Co., 1920, gives a method of
reduction on a density basis that is pr~ctieally the same as Tizard ‘s, but his remarks on the
method include the following statement (p. 430); “The standard method of reduction of British
performance trials has up to the present date beea based on the assumptio~ that the engine
horsepower depends only on ths density. Questions are now being raised as to the strict validity
of this assumption, and the law of dependence of power on pressme and temperature is being
examined by means of specially conducted experiments.”
The experiments to which Bairstow- refers -were made during 1919 and 1920, but they
were not reported until 1924. The results are given in a paper enihtled “Variation of Engine
Power with Height,” by H. L. Stevens, and published by the British Aeronautical Research
Committee in August, 1924, as R. & L1. No. 960. This repor~ contains a number of chmbs
—
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reduced on both the density basis
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and the pressure basis, and the conclusion given in the
summary is: “For performance reduct~on it ii better to ass’ume that the engine ~ower is pro-
portional to somd power of the pressure (@os in this case) than some power of the density. ”
This conclusion is also incorporated in the text-and yith more emphat;c wording: “ The direct
measurements of performance indicate that for the reduction of climbs to standard conditions
a pressure law is definitely better than a density law.” An appendix giving brief but complete
outlines of the two methods of performance reduction contaifis under the pressure method the
Yery interesting statement: “ * * * It follows that the top speed of level flight of an air
plane is such that the indicated speed at a definite aneroid height is independent of the
temperature.”
A second report, “The Variation of Engine l?oit~r with Height,, ” by H. Xl. Garner and
W. G. Jennings, was issued by the British .4eronautical Research Committee in September
1924, as R. & M. hTo. 961. The conclusion based on flightitests with a torque metm was:
“The experiments show that the engine power is very nearly a function of the pressure only,
except for low heights, where it depends to a certain extent on the temperature.”
In a paper, “Engine Performance and the Determination of Absolute Ceiling,” which was
published as N. A. C. A. Technical Report No. 171–in September, 1923, the tiuthor showed
that- B. HP. varied as pl.ls when temperature and R. P. if. are held constant a~d as T–0’50
when pressure and R. P. M. are held constant= At this time the density method of perform-
ance reduction was used generally in the United States, as elsewhere, and while it was realized
that the pressure method apparently gave more consistent results than the density method,
there was considerable opposition to a change. In -rie-ivof the desira}~ility of having a definite
and easiIy followed method availabIe, the author prepared a simplified approximate density
method, and Prof. E. P. Lesley prepared a more elaborate density method of reduction. These
methods were published together in 1925 as N. A. C. A. Technical Report. No. 216, “The
Reduction of Airplane Flight Test Data to Standard ‘Atmosphere Conditions.”
A paper by R. S. Capon, “Note on the Reduction of Performance Tests to the Standard
Atmosphere,” was published by the British Aeronautical R-esearch Committee in January} 1927,
as R. & If. NTO.1080. Analysis was made of 12 pairs of climbs using special test instruments
corrected for temperature effects. The conclusion regarding variation of power with height
as given in the summary is: ‘(The law specified by the climbs with corrected instrument. cali-
brations is ~ (p’/’p’/a). It is indicated that the mean error of the rates of climb determinations
is comiderably reduced by the use of corrected instruments and is such that the adoption of
a power factor which is a function of pressure only will not do justice to the accuracy of the
test data. ” An appendix contains a brief outline of the proposed }nethod of reduction, whi{+h
st~tes that if any
or conditions:
two of the equations:
~7r ~fe RPM’ ~’HP ‘~
—= —_—. —._. .
dV v. R.PM – j13P ~ c~)
(1) Angles of climb equal,
(2) Angles of attack equal,
are satisfied all are satisfied. In the equations V is true air speed, V’Othe rate of climb, j is
the power factor, HP is the pwver at sea-level condit~ogs, and P.is the air density. The primed
and unprimed letters refer to two flight conditions of.different pressure md temperature,
The use of a power factor is treated by H. Glauert in “A Discussion of the La}v of Variation
of Engine Power with Heightl” British Aeronautical_ Research Committee R, & Xl. No. 1099,
issued in March, 1927. The conclusion given in the summary is: “The relative importtince
of pressure and density in determining the power of an engine appears to vary with height,
and ditlerent methods of experiment lead to slightly discordant results. The simple pressure
law is undoubtedly better than the simple density law, and for greater refinement hfr. Capon’s
suggestion should give a very close approximation to the truth. ”
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It will be noted that up ‘to this time no great effort has been made to find bow the perform-
ance of an airpIane actually -mries with nonstandard conditions. In the pages following a
logical method of reduction will be de-i-eloped from the calculated effect of nonstandard
conditions on performance.
OUTLINE OF METHODS AND BASIC CALCULATIONS
Preliminary studies indicated that the most direct method of attacking the problem of
performance reduction was to calculate the effects of air pressure and temperature on the per-
formance of a given airplane. This requires the adoption of (1) a relation between brake
horsepower, air pressure, and air temperature, (2) a standard atmosphere, and (3) a specified
variation of thrust horsepower with altitude in standard atmosphere.
In the present study the variation of B. HP. tith P and T will be assumed to be (refer-
ence l)—
:%=(;)’-15(%)+”5 (3)
The A’. A. C. A. standard atmosphere has been officially adopted for general use in this
. country. Below 35,OOO feet it is identical with the S. T. Ae. standard atmosphere used in
Europe. The -i-ariation of thrust horsepower with altitude, giv-en in Table I, has been obtained
from analysis of flight test data by a simple method based on propeller power coefficients (refer-
ence 2). The data in Table I a~o-w for effects of average change in R. P- IL, B. HP., and
propelIer efficiency at constmt true air speed.
The performance of a gi~en airplane in standard atmosphere is readily calculated from
the data gi-ren in Table I. At any- gi-ren altitude in standard atmosphere for -which the power
cur-i-es ha-re been obtained the pressure may be held constant and the effects of temperature
on performance found by calculating new cur-res of power available from equation (3) and
t—
new cur-res of po~er required fl om the usual density relation T. HP~ = T. HP1 J:. This is
equi-ralent to holding the pressure altitude constant Ivtie ~avhg the density ait~tude. The
resu~~ so obtained may be compared with the performance in norma~ standard atmosphere b
order to buiId up an accurate method of performance reduction.
The first part of this investigation is based on the full sca~e pola, for the JZ–7 airplane
as determined by Professor Lesley (reference 3). The effective aspect ratio of this airplane
was taken as 4.S in calculating the induced and parasite coefficients shown in Figure 1, which
is based on Figure 11 of Lesley’s report. The full scale data indicates a maximum lift. coeff-
icient of CL~=== 1.21. The YE-7 has the folIowing c.ha.racteristics:
Wing area ___________________________________________ 289 sq. ft.
Wing section___________ .____ l_______________________ R. A. F.–15.
Span, upper and Iower-.. L-- __________________________ 34.11 ft..
Gap________________________________________________ 4.67 ft.
Chord, upper and lower ___________________ ______ ______ 4.62 ft.
With a wing loading of 7.75 lb./sq. ft. the stahg speed at sea Ievel is 50 mi./hr. This gives a
~qoss weight of 2:230 pounds, which will be used throughout the remainder of the stmdy.
Table II contains the air speeds and thrust horsepow-ers required at -rarious altitudes,
based on the data in Figwre 1. Table 111 contains the calculations for thrust horsepower
atiaiIable at various altitudes, using the po~er factors from Table I. These data are plotted
in Fiegwe 2, from which the performance att altitude is obtained and summarized in Table IT’.
Fig~e 3 is a plot Of rate of climb against altitude in normal standard atmosphere.
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON PERFORMANCE AT 10,000 FEET PRESSURE ALTITUDE
The effect of temperature on performance was fist investigated at 10,000 feet pressure
altitude b-y assuming temperatures 83.3, 87.0, 90.9, 95.2, 1.05, 1.10, 1.15, and 1.20 per cent
normal and calculating air speeds, powers required, and powers avafiable. The air speeds
4930-?9— ~~
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FIG. 2.—Power curves for gross weight of 2,?30 pounds. VI%-7air-
plane. A1ormrdstandard stmmphere
and powers required vary inversely as tho
square root of the density, while the powers
available (at constant pressure) vary directly
as the square root of the density. The p~rtic-
ular low temperature ratios used are reciproc-
als of the corresponding high temperature
ratios aDd were selected in order to simplify
calculations while giving the same percentage
change in density. The air speeds and powers
required so calculated are given in Table V,
and the powers availabIe are given in TabIe Y1.
These data are plotted on two figures, 4 and 5,
in order LOavoid crowding the curves. Table
VII contains a summary of the results obtained.
CLIMB
The altitude in normal standard atmosphere corresponding to the actual rate of climb
for each temperature condition was read from Figure 3, and numerous methods of comparing
these with the pressure and den&ity altitudes were studied. The only method giving satis-
factory results is that indicated in Table WI. The altitude in normal standard atmosphere at
which the rate of climb is identical with that for a nonstandard temperature condition is given by
h= h.– K (/lv--fi.) (4)
T#here h. is the altitude in normal standard atmosphere having the obse.r~ed pressure, lid is
the iltitude in normal standard atmosphere having the obsem-ed density, and K is constant
found in Table ?711 to be about 0.36. h.. and& are usually designated as pressure altitude and
density altitude, respectively. The constant K does not show any dependence on the extent
to which the temperatures depart from normal. In subsequent calculations, therefore, only the
extreme values $=0.833 and ~= 1.20 need be considered.
a K
>1.4XIMUM SPEEDS
.4s shown by Table WI, maximum speeds are not. greatly affected by temperature changes.
The small change indicated does not appear to bear any definite relation to the pressure altitude
and density altitude considered together, as will be shown later. It is obvious, however, that
the error involved in plotting true maximum air speeds against pressure altitude is less than the
experimental error. It is also obvious that plotting maximum speeds against density altitude
may lead to serious errors.
CLIMBIN-G SPEEDS
Best chmb appears to be at. a substantially constant angle of attack or lift coeflieient as shown
by the slight variation in the ratio VJV,, which shows a tendeney to decrease sIo-wly with in-
creasing temperature. The maximum change in Fe/F, Iikely to be encountered in practice is
too small to be considered as a correction. .4 constant Lft coefilcienfi or angle of attack means a
constant indicated air speed. Climbing speeds should therefore be spec~ed in terms of indicated
air speeds and aneroid ~ressures if t.his-reiation is found to hold for all altitudes.
FIG. 4.—Power cur~ea at 10,0X3-footpressure altitude. Gras
weight equaIs 2,234Wunds. See F-e 5, VE-i afmdane
l?IG.5.—Power cures at 10,W1.f.@ prassure altitude. Grc&
weight equals 2,230pounds. See Figure 4, VE-7 ekplfme
.—
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON PERFORMANCE AT’ VARIOUS PRESSURE ALTITUDES
Following the method illustrated in Tables 1’ m,d W, powers required and powers available
were calculated at pressure altitudes of 4,000, 8,000, 12,000, and 16,000 feet for temperatures
83.3, 90.9, 110, and 120 per cent normal. These calculations are too extensi~e to be included in
the report, but the data are plotted in Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9. The indicated performances from
these figures are given in Tables W3.I and IX.
CLI}IB
Talues of the constanh -Z in equation (4) show no marked dependence on altitude. A -rery
s~ght tendencF ma-y be obser~ed for K to increase with altitude, buh the change is not
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appreciably greater than the accuracy of the calculations. For all practical purposes K may
be considered independent of altitude.
MAXIMUMSPEED
The variation of maximum speed with temperature is slightly greater at low altitudes than
at high altitudes, and has no simple dependence on the pressure altitude, density altitude, or any
combination of the two. The extreme variation likely to be encountered at a given pressure
altitude is about of the same order as the e.xperim-ental error in determining the maximum speed.
~laximum speeds should therefore be plotted against pressure altitude.
CLIMBING SPEEDS
.4t a given pressure altitude the ratio of climbing speed to stalling speed, VJ V,, decreases
sIightly with increase in temperature. This decrease is greater at low altitudes than at high
altitudes, but- the maximum change is emnparatively smaI1. Therefore at any given pressure
altitude the angle of attack, the lift coefficient, and the indicated air speed for best climb are
independent of the temperature.
VARIATION OF TEMPERATURE EFFECTS WITH CHANGES IN ASPECT RATIO AND. PARASITE
DR.4G
Up to this point the investigation has been conce-rned with the performance of a single
airplane, and some question naturaLIy arises regarding the ge~erality of the results so far ob-
tained. It is proposed to gi~-e a convincing demonstration in the form of caIcul&tions covering a
wide range in effective aspect ratio and parasite drag. For this purpose, a systematic series of
18 fictitious airplanes has been formed by combining 6 effective aspect ratios with 3 parasite
drags. The weight~power, and wing area have been held constant at the VIZ--7 values for
convenience, since the absolute values of these factors have no influence on the variation under
investigation. The aSpect ratios selected—3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10—completely cover the practical
limits of present design. The parasite drag ~alues adopted are based on the normal value of
C~F= 0.046 shown on Figure 1 and include the low value C=p= 0.031 and the high
value CDP= 0.076. The low ~-alue corresponds to about a 50 per cent in the structural parasite
of the VE-7. The high value corresponds to about-double the structural parasite of the VE-7.
Twenty-three groups of power required and power avaiIable curves, such as are shown on
~igtlres10, 11, and 12,were n~cessaryto enable the accurate definition of the rat c of climb
curves in normal standard atmosphere as shown in Figures 13, 14, and 15. The results obtained
in Tables VII, VIII, and 1.X indicate that calculations for two temperatures, one high and ono
low, at a single pressure altitude will be sufficient to determine the nature of the varifition in X
m
(equation 4). Accordingly, calculations were made for temperaf ure ratios, ~=0.833 and 1.208
at a pressure altitude of 10,000 feet for the normal and low parasite-series, and at 8,000 feet for
the high parasite series. The calculations are too extensive to be included in this report, but
fhe power curve plots are given in Figures 16 to 21, inclusive. The data in Tables X, XI, and
XII were obtained from Figures 16 to 21, using the same method previously employed. The
results follow:
CLIMB
The values of K show a slight but-very definite decrease with increase in aspect ratio and an
indication of a slight increase with increase in parasite. The values of K for T= 1.20 T* are
uniformly higher than for T= 0.833 T, by about 3 per cent. These relations are clearly brought
out by the tabulation of Kin Table .X111 ano the plotting in Figure 22, The data do not enable
any definite conclusion to, be drawn in regard to the difference between the high and low
temperature values of K, but there is no reason to suspect that it does no~ exist. The vahes
at. aspect ratio 5 check closely with those obtained for 4.8 in the firsk series, Tables WI, VIII,
and IX, Since the ma.ximmn deviation from normal standard temperatures is probably less
than 10 per cent, the value of K may be taken as 0.36 without appreciable error for any
average airplane. For very high or very low aspect ratios the proper value from Figure 22
should be used.
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FIG, 6.—Por$er cnrms at $IIX!-feat pressure altitude. Gross we~ht
eqw?fs 2,233pounds. VE-Yti@~e
FIG. 7.—Power cur’iss at &!X@-fcotpressure aFitude. Gross
weight equsls 2,224 @unds. VE-7 airpkme
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FIG. %.—Powercurves at 16,fG0-fwt presswerdtitude. (iro.s
weight eqnefs 2,230pounds. VE-7 eirplane
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FIG. lS-Power curves at IO,IMO-footpressure altitude with temper-
ature 63.3per cent normaI. LOWfxrrmite, T= O.K33T,
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The effect of temperature on maximum speed, at a g-iv-enpressure altitude, increases with
increase in aspect ratio and decreases with increase in pmxisit e drag. The absolute change is
always small and in practice the actual ma.xi.rnum speed should be plotted against pressure
altitude. When great accuracy is required it would be reasonable to restrict speed runs to
days on which the temperatures deviate less than 5 per cent from normal. There appears to be
no practical method for applying the small correction to maximum speed.
CLIMBIN-G SPEED
The effect of temperature on climbing speed at a given pressure altitude decreases -with
increase in parasite, but the change in indicated speed is so small that it can alvrays be neglected.
DISCUSSION
It has been shown that the climbing performance of a.n airplane under nonstandard atmos-
pheric conditions is comparable to the performance under standard conditions at an altitude
h that is between the pressure altitude h., and the density aItitude h~ in accordance -with the
relation
&=hp– E (hP-hd). (4)
The value of K has been shown to be practically independent of altitude, temperature departure
from normal, and parasite drag, but it is dependent to a noticeable degree on effectire aspeet
ratio.
Two methods of reducing obser~ed climb data to standard conditions are available. The
proper ~alue of K is selected from Table XIII or Figure 22, and the vvdue of the “plotting
altitude” or “equivalent altitude” h is calculated for set of pressure and temperature readings.
The calculated rates of climb may then be plotted against Ii, or a curve of h against time maybe
drawn up and the rates of climb read from the slope of the curve. Both methods hav-e given
practically identical results in all cases investigated by the author. The first method appeam
to be the more accurate, while the second method requires less calculation in the reduction.
It has been shown that maximum speeds should be plo~ted against pressure altitudes.
This entails a slight error, depending in maadtiude upon the departure of the temperatures
from normal. If great accuracy is desired: maximum speed runs should be restricted to days
on which the temperatures are appro-ximately normal.
It has also been shown that for a given airplane the indicated air speed for best cknb
at a given pressure altitude is practically independent of the temperature. Climbing speeds
should therefore be spec%ed as the variation of indicated air speed with pressure.
It is of interest to compare the Dew methods with the old. Referring to Table WI and
Figure 3, it vci-1.lbe seen that for temperatures 1(I per cent greater than normal at 10,000 feet
pressure altitude the actual rate of climb is 6(J i%.@n. less than that at the pressure altitude
and 95 ft. /min. greater than that at the density altitude, while the ma~im.um speed is 1.0 mi [b.
greater than that at the pressure altitude nd 4.o mi./hr. greater than that at the density alti-
tude. The angle of attack for best climb is exactly the same as that at the pressure altitude
and sJightly [ess than that at the density altitude. The foregoing comparison shows clearly
that the pressure and the density methods of reduction must be discarded as incorrect ~d
unsatisfactory.
An analysis of the British method of reduction defined by equation &) and accompanying
text leads to the conclusion that the assumptions necessary for its validity are not fulf311ed.
This is particularly true for the con&~ion Of “equal angles of climb,” since, M SIIOWDby Tables
J’II, WI1, and LX, for example, temperatures greater than normal increase the air speed for
best climb btit reduce the rate of cJ.imb, and vice -rersa.
Attention is invited to the fact that the methods of reduction de~eloped in this report
are based on the NT.A. C!. A. (or S. T, .&e.) standard atmosphere, which has been officially
adopted by all interested Government organizations in this country.
-—
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The purpose of performance reduction has been=skated before and it-wiI1 be repeated for
emphasis. Observed perfornmnce depends greatly on atmospheric conditions, and if the per-
formances of two airplanes are to be compared they must be reduced to a common basis that
eliminates the variation in atmospheric conditions. WhiIe any arbitrary atmosphere could be
used in a reduction, the final results can not be compared in two different standard atmospheres.
An exact method of reduction will result in the same curve of rate of climb against altitude
in standard atmosphere for a given airplane, regardless of atmosphere conditions under which
the tests are made, provided that the temperatures are Dot beyond the capacity of the cngine-
cooling system. This does not mean that two reduced curves of altitude against time will be
identical? or even very close together in the usual plotting. However, the reduced curves
of a!titude against time should differ only in a relative displacement along the time scale. Iu
general, the density method of reduction results in a displacement along the a~titude scale,
while the pressure method of reduction results in relative rotation indicated by divergence of
the two curves. The method outlined in this report appears to-eliminate the divergence noted
in pressure plotting, but, unfortunately, the author is unable at this time to secure good flight
test data obtained under very extreme temperature conditions. However, the tendencies can
be illustrated by the flight test data given and reduced in Tables XIV ancl XT’, The data for
the two climbs are not strictIy comparable owing to a slight difference in the propeller blade
setting} which accounts for part of the difference between the two climbs after reduction, but
the plotted cIirnbs on Figures 23, 24, and 25 bring out the characterktic.s of the three methods
of reduction. Figure 23 shows the shifting of the curves along the altitude axis when the
density method is used; Figure 24 shows the divergenc~ characteristic of the pressure method,
a~d Figure 25 shows-how the new method eliminates the divergence observed in Figure 24. The
vertical shift remaining in Figure 25 is due largely to the ch: nge in propdkw blade set thlg,
but the reduction iu the vertical shift in comparison with Figure 23 is quite pronounced,
BCYREAU ‘OF i&EROXACTICS,
ATAVY DEPARTLIEAW,
WASHINGTON, D. C., .Wy 18, 1998,
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TABLE I
VARIATION OF TERUST HORSEPOWER WITHALTITUDEIN STANDARDATMOSPHEREATC’O&”ST~A-TIRSPEED
Altitude,
h feet
o
2,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
8,000
10, 000
12,000
14,000
15,000
T. HP AItitude,
.
T. HPO , k feet
!
-—
~..
1.000 16, CitiT
.925 18, 000
.854 ‘ 20,000
.820 22, o~g
.787 24, 000
.723 25, 000
.663 26, O(KI
.608 28, 000
.556 ~ 30, oar
.532 ‘
-
T. HP
T. HP.
O.508
.465
.425
.387
.352
.336
.320
.291
.261
“.n
A— .——
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TABLE II
VE-7 AIRPLANE-POWER REQUIRED FOR HORIZONT-4L FLIGHT—GROSS TVEICIET, 2,230 POUNDS
—
Sea le~eI 4,000 feet S,000 feet 10,000 feet
-..
1 i= ILOOOfW1
Air ~ I
!
UI
‘1
speed T; HP, ~ ~r
v ~
T. HP, v rT. HPr v“ T. HP. v T. HP, V T. HP,
rni./hr.
.$~,
I .— !
43. s/ 53.1 -46.5 56.4 49.41
%
5s. 2
3s. 3 ‘
51.0 60.0
55.2 / 40.7 43.2 !
.52.6 64.0 56.2 ~
37.31 ~j~i 39.6
5s. 7 60.5 44, 6
55 /
62.4 45.9
62.0 42.1
66.6 49.1
64.0 43.4 66.0 44. s 70.5 47.8
60 ~ 39.5 41.9 67.7 44. .5 69.9
7k 3
46.0 72.1 47.3 76. S 50. G
70 / 4s. 3 5L 3 79.0 54.4 t 56.2
SO, 61.5 S4.9; 65.2
w. 1
90.2 69.3 I :;-f
5s. o S9. 7 61. S
71.6 96.2 73. s 102.4 78. ~
9! 7::1 95.51 S4.5 :OJ ; S9. 9 104 s 92.8 10s. z I 95.6 .__:-:.. -::;:-_l
120.0 -------- -------- ________ _______
110 ‘ 132:7 : ;!:; t % ; ___-_ :-_ __w- --W --------- ________ -------- ________ _______
120 167.9 ;___--e__ !-------- ____-”-_-l-___ --__i_--+_ ________ ____-_:_ ________ ________ _______
%
TABLE HI
VE-? AIRPLANE-THRUST HORSEPOWER AVAILABLE WITHWRIGHTE-4ENGINE,104B. HP ATl,WOR. P, M,
Air
speed
v
mi./hr
50
60
a
90
100
110
115
0.434
.522
. 60S
.695
. 7S2
. S69
.957
1.000
T. HP
T. HP,
O.640
.716
. 7s5
. S4.5
. 89S
.945
1: 1%
1 .“
.—
.=-+.-.=T; HP .at altitude
—
lci :: ~
le~’el : 4;::3 I. i 000
_ !eet
70.1
~:~: i :;; 7s. 5
119.0 10L 6 I S6.O
12s. o 109.3 / 92.5
136.0 116.2 ‘2s.3
143.2 122.3 ~ 103.5
149.0 127.2
1=
107.7
1.51.4 130.7 110.6
.
——
10,000
feet
645
72, 2
79.1
S5. 2
90.-4
95.3
99.1
101.7
12,000 16,000
feet feet
59. 0 1 49.2
66.0 55.2
72.4 60.4
77. s 65.0
S2. 7 69.1
:j: ~ ;;;
-------1 --------
1.
—.
-. -
-= –—
TABLE IV
VE-7 AIR PLAhTE-CALCUL.4TED PER FORMAh7CE IN STAISD.4RD .4T2vfOSPEERE-GROW ‘iVEIC131T=2,230POUNDS
——.
Altitude_ --___ .____ -__j_--______________ feet:- 4, 000
Stalling speed---. -______ V,--_--______V, mi./hr-_
s, 000 10, 000 12, 000 16, 000
5:.0 53.1 56.4 5s. 2 60.0 64.,0
Max. speed_ -_. -.-- ________ ..17--_-17-~ mi./hr__ 116.0 113.2 109.2 107.3 ‘ 105.0 9s. t?)
Air speed for climb_ -___ -______ -----l’. mi./hr-- 70.0 : 70. 0 70.0 70.0 71.0 73.0
Excess T. HP for climb _______________________ 70.5 5% 7 40.0 32. S 26.0 13.0
Rate of climb ________________________________ 1, 040 Slo 590 4s5 ~
-i
3s5 1!20 I
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VE-7 AIRPL.4NE AT 10,030FEET PRESSURE ALTITUDE-EFFECT OE TEMPERATURE ON V AND T. HP,
~ and T. HP, for WIWS of ~, gi~-en
O.9520.533 I 0. S70 I 0.909
v l--T. HP, T IT. EP, I 17 TEP
+
.,
53.1 46.6 ‘ 543 47.6 55.5 4S. 6
.55.2 40.7 56.4 41.6 57. i 4’ 2.5
5s. & 39.6 59.7 40.5 61.0 41.4
63. S i 42.0 65.2 42.9 66.6 43.9
T+. & : 76.0 52.4
S5. O I %2
77.7 53.6
S6. S 66. S 88. s 6S. 3
95.7 84.7 97.7 86.5 99.9 Ss. 5
106.3 109.6 10s. 5 112.0 111.0 1146
116.9 141.0 119.5 1~~ 1 122.1 147.3-
-r T. HP,
.——
—.
——=—
.
.-
59.0
62.5
68.2
79.3 548
.—
90.5
102.3
113.6
125.0
69.9
90.6
117.2
150.8
..—
-
——
—
--.—
1’ and T. HP, for wlues off= given
—
-—
.L 15 L ~o
—
L 10
I
T. ;P, T. HP, QT. EP, T. EP,T’ -r
II
51.0
44.6
43.4
46.0
56.2
7L 6
92. S
120.0
154.5
59.669_o
65.6
71.6
83.5
95.4
107.4
119.3
58.2
60.5
64.0
69.9
81.5
93.1
104.8
116.4
12s. 1
52.3
45.7
44-5
47.1
57.6
73.4
95.1
122. s
6L o
63.5
67.1
53.5
46-8
45.5
62.4
64.9
6S. 6
54.7
47.8
46.5
63.8
66.3
70.1
55.9
48.9
47.5
..
.—
—
—
——
.-
--
-
~s. j
58.9
75.1
97.3
125.7
75.0
S7. 4
99. s
112.4
124- s
49.3 76.6
89.3
102.0
114 s
IX. 5
50.4
61.6
78.4
10L 7
131.3
60-3
76.8
99-5
I~& 6
VE-7 AIRPLAFC3 AT I0,13YIFEET PRESSURE ALTITUDE-EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON- T. HP AVAILABLE
T. HP.
—.
77
-E T ‘“
4
h’ormaI 1
Ta=---------------- ‘ 0-s33 0.S70 0.909 0.952 1.000 1.05 i 1.10
1
1.15 1.20
1 i---.-
True air speed T
nwhr. :
do-------------- 70.7 6’3.2 67. ‘i
60--------------
66.11 64-5
79. ? 77.5 75.7 74.11 72.2. ;.; .! ::; :: %;
‘io_-------------i S& s
80______________i %
s~- 9 81.2 79. I I 75.4
91.3
72.2
89.3 87.3 85.2 ! S3; o ~ 8L 2 79:3 77.7
90-------------- 99.2 97.0 94.9 92.7 90.4 ~ 88.2 86.1 842 82.5
loo------------- 10A 6 102.4 100.1 97.8 95.3 93.0 90-9 8S- 8 87.0
no_____________ 10s. 7 106.3 104.0 101.7 99.1 96.6 ‘ 9L 5 92.3 90.3
l15------------- 111.5 109.2 106.8
I
1013 101.7 99.2 96. S 94. s 92.7
.-
.—
.-
.
–.—
—
.—
.. -
——
–—
——
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T.$BLE VII
\7E.7 AIRpLAXE AT IC),WOPRESSURE -4LTITUDE—EFFECT OF AIR TEMPER.4TURE ON PERFOR!L.4NCE–CIROSS
WEIGH&2,230 POUNDS
2’
T,=----------------------------”-----0.833
Max. excess T. HP=------------ -------- 40.2
Speed fcmclimb, V,----------------------- 65.0
Max. speed, V’~mi./hr ___________________ 105.2
Actua.l rate of climb, ft./rein ------------- 595
Altitude in normal standard atmosphere
foractual rate oiclimb, hft-_-____-_-_i 7, 900
Density ratio, ~_,________________________ O.8861
Density altitude, h,j_____________________4, 0s0
Ah=h.–h _____________________________ 2, 100
Ahd=hP–hd -----------------------------5,920
K=AhIAhd----------------------------0.355
Aim-._-._---, _________________________
-2.1
T-------------------------------------- 53.1
v./v --------------------------------- 1.22
.— . ..-—
T
F,=----------------------------—---------------
Maximurnexcess T. HP----------------------------
Speed forelimb, Vc--------------------------------
Maximum speed? V~mi./hr -----------------------------
Actual rate of chmb, ft./rein ________________________
Altitude in normal standa.rd atmospheref oractualr ate
of climb, hat----._.._--_---— _____________________
Density ratio, &____________________________________
Density altitudej hd--------------------------------
Ah=hP-h -------------------------------------------
Ahd=hP–hd _______________________________________
K=Ah]Ahd ------------------------------------------
A~7m______________________________________________
v8_----________--_------___--------A-------------
T~c/v*___-___-_--_-______.-_-_______________-_-<___
0.870
---
. .
3S. 6
,. 67.0
105.4
571i “—
8, 350
, 0. S492
5,480
1, 650
4, 520
0.365
–1.9
543
.L23
1.05
———.._
.—
31.1
72.0
.107.s
. 460
10, 550
0.7032
.11, 540
550
1, 540
0.357
+. 5
.59. 7
1.21
___.- -—
0.909
36.7
6s. o
106.2
543
q 900
0.8122
6, 930
1, 100
3, 070
0. 35s
–L 1
55.5
1.23
1.10
29.2
73.0
10s. 3
432
11, 100
0.6713
12>990
1, 100
2, 990
0. 36S
‘+ L o
61.0
~ ~o
0.952
25.1
69.0
106.8
520
q 450
0.7753
8, 430
550
1, 570
0.351
0:6::
1.22
1.15
27.3
74. 0
108.5
404
11, 600
0.6421
14, 370
1, 600
4, 370
0.367
+1.2
62.4
L 19
Loo
33.2
70.0
107C3
492
LO,000
0. 738+
10, 000
0
0
----------
5:.2
1.20
—.
1.20
25.5
75.0
108. s
377
12, 150
0.6153
15, 680
2, 150
& 680
“O.378
+1.5
63. S
L 1S
. .
.
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TABLE VIII
VE-7&IRPL.kh7E—EFFECT OF LIRTEMPERATURE OX PERPOR31.4NCE AT4,~Ah~D 8,WFEET PREESURE.LLTITUDES
Pressure altitude _____ __________________
T
T.=---------------------------------- 0.s33
Maximum exeess T. .HP.__-_---_______l-l 62.7
Speed forelimb, V.------_----------_---l 65.0
Mtm. speed, Vr.__--_~------_--__--_____, Llo. 2
.ktualrateofc limb, ft./miu ______________ 928
Mtitude in normal standard atmosphere
for actual rate of climb, ,4ft__---.--.-_l 1,900
Density ratio,~ -_.---_-----------_._---i L 0657
Density altitude, ha----------------------—2, 190
Ah=k=–h ------------------------------22100
Ahd=hD—hd-___.____-__.--__F__________6,190
K=Ah/Ahd__.--__---__---_----------_---\0.349
AV_------_--–_----_-–--–--_-_----_---i—3.0
r*___________________________________48.5
nFL_---__--_-___--__-_____-i__-i 1.34
Pressure altitude--_ --_= _-----------_=____
1’
— =___________________________________
T, I 0.833
Maximum excess T. HP=_________________
speeclforctib, Vc-___-_-_----______,__,
Maximum speed, J’=___________________
Actual rate ofchmb, ft./ruin_-, -----------
Altitude in normal standard atmosphere
for actual rate of climb, h ft__.-___ -___.-l
Density ratio, ~_--— --------------------
Density altitude, ha---------------------
Ah=hP–h -----------------------------
Ah~=hD—hd ----------------------------
K~Ah/Ahd -----------------------------
$k’=---________---__---_-___-_l______-l
I s------------–----— -----------------
T’./r*_________________________________
~y. 5
66.0
107.2
703
5, 900
0-9431
1, 9s0
2, 100
6, 020
0-349
—2. o
5L 5
1.28
0.909
58.8
67.5
111.6
870
2,950
0.9769
+790
1,050
3,220
0.326
–1.6
50.6
L 34
0.909
43- ~
6S. O
10s. 2
647
6,900
0-8645
4, Sso
1, 100
3, 120
0.352
–Lo
53.8
L 26
4,000 feet
1.00
.
54.7
70.0
113.2
Slo
4,000
0. 88S1
--_ —-—--—
0
L 00
40.0
70.0
109.2
592
8,000
0.78.59
8,000
0
0
------_—- .
0
56.4
L 24
1.10
50. s
71.0
114.6
752
5, 100
0.8074
7,
::
0.
L
55.
L
130
100
130
351
2
7
2s
L 10
36.0
?2. o
110.5
533
9, 100
0.7145
11, 030
1, 100
3,030
0-363
l.~o
46. S
72.0
115.6
693
6, 150
0.7400
9,930
2, 150
5, 930
0.362
2. ~
5&2
L ~~
L 20
3~. 5
7& o
llL 3
4s1
10, 050
0-6549
13, 760
2, 050
5, 760 I
0.356 ~
6? ;
I
1. ~o
I
. .
—-
.
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TABLE IX
VE-7 .AIRPLAXE-EFFECT OF AIR TEMPERATURE ON PERFOR3f.4h-CE A“hlD 12,~” .4ND 16,0CQFOOT PRESSURE
ALTITUDES
Pressure fdtitucle...-_ --____ .-_. _!__ --__-_! i2,000 feet
T
T,=---------------’---> - -------O.833
Maximum excess T. HP=---------------- 33.3
Speed forelimb, V_______________________ 66.5
Maximurnspeedt V~_____________________ 103..3
AetuaI rate of chmbj ft./rein ------------- 493
Altitude in normal standard atmosphere
for actual rate of climb, h ft--__... -----_i 9, 850
Densityr atio,~ O---------- ______________~ 0.9317
Demityaltitude, h,______________________ 6, 160
Ah=hP—h_ _’_______–_–_______–____
Ahd=h~-hd ----------------- ----------- j ?$:
~=Ah/Aha ______________________________ O.368
A~~____-____--..._._-----_-_-_-__----[ -+:
v*_._._- __-__ -_.. -__--__---_ -_--____ -___,
r./v,__.__------__-_.-_-__-.-_-________l L 19
PFessure altitude _________________________
~
T
T=---’ ----------------:------------i O.833
Maximum excess T. HP=---------------- 20.0
Speed forelimb, V,_____________________ 67.0
IWaxirnumspeed< T7~-__-... -_-__ -________, 97.8
Actual rate of chmb, ft./rein _______________ 295
Mtitude in normal standard atmosphere
for actual rate of climb, h fL____________~ 3,900
Demity ratio, Pfi________________________ O.7306
Demitya.ltitude, ha_____________________10, 340
Ah=hP—h ___________________________ 2,100
Ahd=)i=-/L&_-,_________________________ 5, 560
K= Ah)Ahd--_-___.-__-______________t__t0.371
AV~__________________________________ 8
I“,------------------------------------
vc/v,_____--____--________________smsm
0;8:4
1.15
0.909
.-
30.0
68.0
1042
443
10, 900
0.7624
8,970
1, 100
3>030
0.363
25
1“19
0.909
17.0
70.0
98. Z
250
14, 850
0, 6697
13,060
1, 150
2>9A0
0.391
~. 4
61.0
1.15
—
L 00
26.0
71.0
Lo-1.7
385
12, 000
0.6931
12, 000
0
0
--------- .
68.0
1.18
16,000 feet
—
L 00
13.0
73.0
98.6
197
16, 000
0.6088
16, 000
0
0
----------
6] O
1.14
—
—.
1.10 I L 20
22.6 I 19.373.0 76.0
105.6 i 105.7
334 285
13,050 f 14,050
0.6301 ~ O.5776
17,
2,
5,
0
–.
6;
L
5’30
050
590
367
0
7
16
1.10
7: ;
97.5
147
17, 050
0.5535
18: 8G0
1, 100
2,860
0.381
–1. 1
67.1
1.13
I
& 7
79. 0
95.8
99
1s, 050
0.5073
21, 430
2, 050
5, 430
0.377
–2.8
70.1
L 13
- .===
.
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TABLE X
EFFECT OF AIR TEMPERATURE 0>- PERFORM.% >-(2E OF AIRPLAKES WITHS’ORM~LP.%R.%SITEDR.iGAT10,w)’FEET
PRE3~ORE&~T1’PUDE
Effecti\-e aspect ratio ---------
1
3 .-
-
–—
4
~
1.20
20.5
77.0
106.2
304
— Ih------------------0.833xMaximum excess T. HP _______ 27.7Speed for climb, F______________ 69.0Maximum speed? Y~___________ 10L 2Actual rate of chmb, ftJmin---- 410A.ltitude in normal standard at-
mosphere, for actual rate of ]
climb, h ft------------------
1
7, 800
Density ratio _________________ O.8861
Deusity aItitude, hJ.-_____-____l!$0s0
Ah~=h, ah_____-________ -___-/ ~.:~oo
Ahd=hP—hd __________________ 5,920
K= Lh/Ahd___________________ 0-372
Aim--------------------------- —LO
Loo ! L 20 .—
-.
.—
0.833 L 00
I
19.4 ! 10.6
73.0 : 79.0
102.2 ; 100.0
’287 ; 157
35.7
67.0
103. s
523
2% 3
72.0
105.7
418
10, 000
0. 73s4
10,000
;
---------
5! 2
1.24
10, 000
0.7384
10, 000
0
0
5:.2
L 25
12, 300
0.6153
15, 680
—2, 300
–5, 6S0
0-405
—~. ~
7, 850
0. Mil
4,0s0
2, 150
5,920
0.363
-—
.
—L 9
53. 1
L 26
—
v,l------------------------ 53.1
J-JI’ ------------------------- L 30
-—
lZffectiVea~pect ratio----.---.—— 5
I
6 !
. ——
-T
T==-------------------------0s33 LOO i 120 0.s33 1.00
.
34.3 26.8
71.0 , 75.5
107.7 109.1
507 \ 397
Maximum excess T. J3P________
Speed forcIimb, V--------------
MMmumspeedl Yin___________
Actual rate of chmbj ft./min----
Mtitude in normal standard at-
mosphere, fOr actual rate of
climb, h at------------------
Density ratio _________________
Density altitude, ha___________
Ahd=hD–h ___________________
Ah&=hP—hd __________________
~~:Ah[Ahd___________________
40.9
65-0
105-2
605
44 g
64.5
106.2
654
37. s
70.0
10s. 9
559
10, 000
0.7384
10, 000
0
0
-------- .
& 2
1.20
—
10, 000 12,200
0. 73s4 CL6153
10, 000 15, 6S0
o – 2, 200
0 –5, 6S0
-------—- 0. 3S7
o +L4
7:950
0.8861
8, 050
0. SS61
+ 0s0
1, 950
5,920
0.329
—g.~
53.1
L 21
12,150 1
0.6153
15, 6S0
–2, 150
–5, 6S0
O.378
-+-L9
63.7
L 16
+ Oslo
2, 050
fj:g~o
0-346
–2.3
53-1
L 22
—
—
up ~__________---_--_---_--–-
r, }
k’____––____–_____– ___________
rc/r-------------------------
Effeetil-e aspect ratio __________ s
Loo
—
.-
.-—
10
~ 0s33 1.20 0.s33 !1 1.00~
1
_
-. .—=
-—Maximum excess T. HP________ 4s. 4
Speed forchmb, ~------------- 63.5
klaximumspeed~ V=__________ 107.6
Act ual rate of chmbj ft .lmin ____ 717
Altitude in normal standard at-
mosphere, for actual rate of
cIimb, h at.-_-----__________; 8, 100
Density ratio _________________ o. 8s61
DeosityaItitude, ha___________ 40s0
Ahd=hD—h ___________________
i
1,900
Ah~=hP—ha __________________ 5,y~o
K=Ah[Ahd ___________________ ~ 321
Aim_________________________—2.s
T“*___________________________53.1
vc/r_________________________1.Z()
& 5
6S. O
110.4
35- s
73.0
112. s
530
12, 050
0.6153
15, 6S0
–2, 050
—5, 6S0
!3.361
+2. &
63-7
L 15
50.9 ; 45.2
63.0 67.0
10s.2 111.2
669
10, 000
7, 38+
10, 000
:
-—------
o’
5s.2
L 15
_—
. ._
–-—-
629 753
10 000
0.?3s4
10, 000
0
s, 150
0. 8s61
12, o~o
6, 153
15, 6S0
–2, 050
–5, 6S0
O.361
+3. o
63.7
L ~~
—
% 0s0
1, S50
5,920
0.313
–3. o
0 -—
-—
..
5:.2 53.1
L 19L 17
-
..-
.—
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TABLE XI
EFFECT OF AIR TEMPERATURE OX PERFORMANCE OF AIRPLANES WITH LOW PARASITE DR.4Q AT IO,(XMFEET
PRESSURE ALTITUDE
Effecti~e aspect ratio __________ 3 4
T
T,=-------------=;---------- 0.833 1.00 1.20 0.833 L 00 L 20
Maximum excess T, HP________ 34.5 26.2
Speed for climb, V=------------
17.7 41.5 34.3 26.7
78.5 i 82.0 .8%5 I 76.0
Maximum speedj V~_____________ 118.7 120.2 120.6 ! 80.0 86.0121.0
Actual rate of chmb, ft./rein ____ 511
123.8
387
126.4
.262 614
Altitude in normalstandardat-
507 395
mosphere, for actual rate of
climb, h ft------------------- 7,850 10, 000 12, 350 7, 950
Density ratio__________________
10,000 12,200
Density altitude, lz~___–_______ ~ o~;;; :.:;; :5:;;; 04$:: :.;;;; ~.6~M~
Ak=ho–h ______________________2,150 – 2,350 2, 050 –g 200
:
0
Ahd=hp—hd_---_____---;_-.--,-;5,920 / —5,680
K=Ah[Ah,j-_____---.--_--_--__’
5,920 –~ ;3;
O.363 _________ 0.414 0.346 --_-___!?--
AVm-------------------------- –l.s- 0 +0.4 –2.8 0
ve----------------------------.53.1 58.2 63.7
+26
53.1 58.2 63.7
TJc/v,--_---.-----------_-----l L 48 L 41 1.39 L 43 1.38 1.35
Effecti~’e aspect ratio ----------- 5 6
T
Ts=--------—-- ---------- 0.833 1.00 1.20 0.833 1.00 L 20
Maximum excess T. HP________ 46.0 39.0
Speed forelimb, V--------------
32.3 49.0
74.0 78.0
36.0
85.0 72.5
Maximum speed? V~._.-_-_, ----., 122.5
$%:
125.4
82.0
128.1 123.1
Actual rate of chrnb, ft./rein ---- 681
126.5 129. S
Mtitudein normalstandardat-
577 478 725 633 533
mosphere, for actual rate of
climb, hft-_--_.---_l_---–-_l 7, 950 10,000 12, 100 8, 100 10, 000 12, 050
Density ratio ------------------ 0.8861 0.7384 0.6153 048;;; O.7384 0.6153
Density altitude, h~____________ ~ 080 10,000 15,680 10, 000 15, 680
Ah=hP–h ____________________ 2,050 0 –2, 100 1:900 –2, 050
Ahd=hP—hd __________________ .5,920 –5,680 5,920 ;
K=Ah/Ahd___________________ O.346 __-_--:!?--
–~ $;:
0.370 0.321 ----------
A~m------------------------- –2.9 0
vs_______
+2. 7 –3. 4
53.1
$: ;
---------—=--- . ------ 58. 2_ 63.7 53.1 5:.2
v./vs ____________________ 1.39 1.34 1.33 L 36 L 31 i 99 I
Effective aspect ratio ---------- 8 I 10
T
E=------------------------- O.833 i 1 ~.2~--1.00 0.833 ~ 1.00 r L 20
Maximum excess T. HP_________ 52.5 ~‘ 46; ~“- 40.3 ‘
Speed forelimb, V______________
54.7 49.0
75:0
, I ‘r
43.4
71.0 j 80.0 69.0 ~
Maximurnspeedj 17~___________ 124.4 ;
74.0
128.0 13L 3
79.0
Actual rate of chmb, ft./rein ----
125.0 128.6 132.5
777 ; 688 / 596 810
Altitude in normal standard at- :
725 642
mosphere, for actual rate of
climb, h ft------------------ 8, 100 : 10 000 ~ 12, 000 ; 8,200 ~ 10,000 11,900
Density ratio ----------------- 0.s861 , :.;::$ ~ 0.6153 ;
Density altitude, ha-------------
0.8861 0.7384 0.6153
4, 080 4,0s0 ! 10,000
‘ o ~ .?~;;: :
15, 680
Ah=h=–h _____________________ 1, 900 1,800 f – 1, 900
Ahd=hP–hd ------------------ 5,92(J O ~ –5,6S0 5,9~() : –5,6S0
K=Ah/Akd _________________ 0.321 ‘-.-_. ._._- 0.352 : 0.301 :-_+---- Q 335
Aim________________________ o , -+-3.3
vs---------------------------- -%! ~
–3. 6 +-;;’
\ L 34 \ 5f;9 [ ,;6; ;6 ; 5~;o
I
58.2
L 27
I
~ 24vc/vs-____---._____-_--______i
—
,
-.
—
-
-
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TABLE XII
EFFECTOF AIR TEMFER.4TTRE0>=FERFORSZ&%-CEOF HRPL.41SZSWITHmG’E PAR.4S1TEDRAG,S,m FEETPRESSURE.4LTITUDE
.—
4
.
Effecti~-e Aspect Ratio --------- 3
m
.—i=------------------------- 0.833
Maximum excess T. HP-------- 26.3
Speed forelimb, V-------------- 59.0
Maximum speedz V------------t S3. 6
Actual rate of chmb, ft./rein ----
Altitude in nOrmaI standard at-
3s9
mosphere, for actual rate Of
climb, h ft------------------ 5,650
De~~ity ratio _________________ 0.9431
Density altitude, h~------------ 1, 9s0
Ah=h,–h ____________________ 2,350
Ahd=kD—hd __________________
I ~$%K=ih~4hd______-__----------,
*;7=-------------------------
r-.--------—---—---—------—--5L 5
vc/v,------------------------ L 15
Effective aspect radio ----------
1.00
I
1.20 0.S33 1.00 L 20
.—
16.9 ~ 6- S
64.0 69.0
S3.2 ~ SL 1
250 I 101
34. s
.5s. 2
85-9
5L 5
5, 750
0.9431
1, 9s0
2, 250
6, 020
0.374
–L5
51.5
L 13
—
26.3
64.0
w. 4
3s9
s 000
0. 5s59
s, 000
0
0
-----=——
584
L 13
6
!
l?. ~
67.7
S7. 5
255
10, 350
0.6549
13, 760
–2, 350
– 5, 760
0.40s
+0.5
61. S
L 10
.-
.—
s, 000
0.7859
s, 000
0
0
---——_-
10,350
0-6549
13.760
–2: 350
—5, 760
0. 40s
o —2. 1
56.4 61. S
L 13 L 12
5
I ~_
! T,–--------–----------—--- 0.833
!
1.00 ~ 1.20L 00 L 20 0.S33
i
Max. excess T. HP ____________
r
40.2
Swdfarchb, V____________ 57.7
Mfix. speed, Vm--------------- w. 3
Actual rate of cIimb, ft.jmin ----
Altitude in normal standard
595
atmosphere, for actual rate of
ebb, kft____ _____________ 5, Soo
Density ratio _________________ 0.9431
Density altitude, ha----------- 1,9s0
Ah=hp–h ___________________ 2,200
Ahd=hB—hd ------------------ 6,020
K=Ah/Ahd ___________________ O.365
Aim_________________________ —z o
Tax___________________________ 51. 5
vc/T’$_______________________ L 12
Effective aspect radio ----------
3L S
63.5
S9. 3
470
s, 000
0. 7s59
s, 000
0
0
--------
5:-4
L 13
23.9
67.5
90.2
354
10, 150
0.6549
13, 760
–2, 150
—5, 760
0.373
+0.9
61.8
1.09
43.7
57.5
s% 4
647
5, 900
0.9431
1, 9s0
2, 100
6, 020
0.349
—2. 2
5L 5
1.12
35. s
62.5
90.6
529
OSJM:
s, 000
0
0
----— —-.
5:.4
1.11
2& 2
67.2
91.9
~ls
10,100
0.6549
13, 760
–2, 100
—5>760
0. 36%
+1.3
6L s
L 09
—
—
s 10
.—
1’
F,=-------------------------0. S33 L 00 L 00 L 20
——
.
Max. excess T. HP-- __. _______}
Speed forelimb, V------------
Max.s peed, F~_______________ 1
Actual rate of climb, ft./rein____
Altitude in normal standard
atmosphere, for actual rate of ~
cLimb, hft_____ ____________l
Density ratio_____--__--------l
Density altitude, hd---_-___t___t
Ah=hp–h --------------------
Ahd=AhB—hd_____--_--_l----l
K=Ah/Ah~--------------------
4s. 3
56.5
S9. 4
715
40.s
62.0
91.9
603
s, 000
0. 7s59
s, 000
0
0
--------
0
56.4
L 10
33.3
67. ~
93.7
494
10, 100
0.6549
13, 760
.–2, 100
—5, 760
0.364
+Ls
6L s
L 09
50. s
56.0
90-0
752
6,050
0.9431
1, 9s0
1,950
6, 020
0-324
—2. 7
5L 5
1.09
43.7
62.0
92.7
646
s 000
0. %59
8,000
0
0
-------- .
0
56.4
L 10
36. i’
67.2
94 s
543
10,050
0.6549
13, 760
–2, 050
—5, 760
0.356
+2. 1
61 S
1.09
.
.—
5, 900
0.9431
1, 9s0
2, 100
6, 020
0.349
—2. 5
51.5
L 10
—
.-.
-
—
.
-—
Avm--:--:_-_______________[_[
TT
——
v s--------------—------------k
Tc/r, -----------------------
-—
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TABLE XIII
Altitude correction factor K=h~-
D
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM T.\BLES X, XI, AND XII
l—
—.
I f’
I Temperature }N-ormal Temperature ‘ ------------ 0.833 _ I 1.20
1 Parasite drag I Normal
EfFecti~~easpect.
Ratio 3---------------------- .0. 372
4---------------------- .363
5---------------------- .346
6-__-____-___..-_____;_; .329
S----____________-_-___[ .321
lo----------------------.313
I
Low High ~ Normal
O.363 0.390 0.405
.346 .374 [ .387
.346 .365 ; .387
.321 .349 .378
.321 .349 .361
.305 .324 .361
TABLE XIV
EXAMPLE OF REDUCTION OF CLIMB DATA—(2L1MB NO. 1
Low
1
High
—
0.414
.387
.370
.361
.352
.335
0.408
.408
.373
.364
.36-1
.355
[11 Altitudes (feet)
Temper- ~
Time Pressure ature
o-c. 1 . .
I ‘re~re ‘e%” ‘“;:” 0“36 ‘h ‘::%~”
;
4
6
1:
12
14
16
::
25
30
35
40
45
——
I
765
749
735
724
712
696
683
678
668
656
646
630
616
604
.593
583
L
20
19
18
17
16.5
15
14
13
13
12
11
;
7[
:1
I
:]: I
1,340
1, 790
2, 410
2, 920
3, 120
3, 530
~ :;:
5; 100
5, 700
6, 220
6.700
7; 150
I
I I i
+ 340
970
1, 460
1, S80
2,420
2, 970
3, 520
3, 630
4, 110
4,610
4.980
–520
–570
– 540
– 540
–640
– 560
–600
I
–510
– 580
–600
–550 I
-190
–210
– 190
– 190
– 230
–200
– 220
– 18i3
–210
– 220
– 200
I
I
5;570 ! –470 – 170 5; 270
.6, 190 –490 – 186 5>980
6, 740 –520 –190 e, 410
7, 230 —530 – 190 6, 890
7, 790 – 640 –230 7, 380
--
-
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TABLE XV
EXAMPLE OF REDUCTION OF CLIMB D.4’J7A-CLIMB h-O. 2
111 Altitudes (feet)
~.Tem-
Time Pres- ~ pera-
sure ! ture Pressure Density
‘c. aIt it ude, altitude, hp–hd, Plotting
h, hd Ah 0“36 ‘h altitude, h
$.48
5.58
S. 6S
11.80
14 T2
17.82
20.92
2402
29.28
33.93
37.03
40.14
766
750
731
710
694
678
620
613
607
I
I
4
3
i
o
–220
+ 370
L 070
1, 870
2.,490
3, 120
3, 610
+ 050
+ 510
5, 140
5, 52o
5,830
6, 090
– 1,580 ~ 1,360
–980 + I,350
—370 +1,440
+480 f+1,’390
1, 250 1+1, 240
1, 920 [+1, 200
2, 8zo +990
3,330 +720
3, 730 +780
4, 730 / +410
4,950 I -+-570
5,330 +500
5, 530 +560
, t
490
430
360
260
23b
150
210
180
200
—710
– 120
+550
1, 370
2; 040
2, 690
3,250
3*790
4.230
4; 990
5, 310
5,650
5,890
